
PTQG Speaker Workshop - Waterlily, Feb 8, 2023 
General Information 


Time: 	9:00 am to 3:30 pm

	 Doors open at 9:00 am, class begins at 9:30 am.

	 Plan to arrive early to set up work area and be ready to start at 9:30 am.

	 Pack up by 3:00pm, please help with clean-up.


Place: 7th Day Adventist Church, 12889 Osborne Hill Rd., Grass Valley, CA


Lunch: Bring your own lunch, or go out.  A microwave oven and tap water is available.


Bring:  Items listed on Class Information.  No ironing will be allowed on tables.  Ironing boards and 
irons will be set up for your use.  Sewing machine is not needed for this class 

Cost:   $35.00, nonmembers pay an additional $10.00.  (Nonmembers may sign up 30 days before the 
Workshop if there are openings.)


Cancellations: Please notify the Speaker Workshop Chair if cancellation is necessary. A refund will 
only be given if you call/email 14 days before the Workshop, or if your spot is filled.


……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Class Information - Sandra Mollon, Waterlily, Wednesday, February 8, 2023 

Class Description: In this fused art quilt workshop, students learn how to choose the right color and 
value for each petal or leaf, and shade with color pencils or ink if needed, and fuse together to 
make your flower.


Partial kits are available for purchase ($20) in class that contain the following: “Waterlily” pattern, 2 fat 
eights of hand dyed cotton batik grade fabric in peach to pink tones, a small square of orange/ 
yellow hand dyed or batik fabric for the flower center, and 1 yard (12”) wide Misty Fuse 
adhesive.


Other Recommended Supplies:


Fabrics: Scraps to fat 1/8ths of green color batik or green hand dyed cotton fabric. Background: Fat 
quarter blue for the water batik or print fabric, small 4” x 14” wide darker blue for bottom if 
desired, and a fat quarter of a light value batik (anything from off white to light pink for 
example) on which to fuse the entire flower (this step helps keep the blue background from 
showing through).


* A Slice (TM) ceramic bladed craft cutter (highly recommended).


* Pencil with an eraser                        * Scissors for cutting paper and fabric


* Parchment paper, 1 yard                  * Freezer paper, 1 yard


*  Students may wish to have a portable light at their table to help judge colors and values


Note: We will not get to the quilting part in a single day— so leave your sewing machine at home.



